SuppM 1: Additional Slavonic Language: Polish / Russian / Bulgarian / Slovene / Bosnian
/ Croatian / Serbian / Slovak …
Identification
number
1

Workload

Credit
Points

360

12

Term of
studying
1.-4.

Frequency of
occurrence

Duration
2 semesters

annually (winter term)

Type of lessons

Contact times

Self-study times

Intended group size

a) Polish / Russian
/ Bulgarian /
Slovene / …

[90 h]

[90 h]

[30 students]

[60 h]

[60 h]

[30 students]

(winter term)
b) Polish / Russian
/ Bulgarian /
Slovene / …
(summer term)
c) Written exam
2

[60 h]

Aims of the module and acquired skills

The module provides a basic knowledge in a second Slavonic language. It addresses students with no or almost no knowledge in the chosen language. At the end of
the module students should have gained elementary competences in the chosen
language. They get familiar with the theoretical and practical foundations of its
grammar. They gain a good reading knowledge and are able to understand scholarly
texts in the advanced modules. They learn to communicate in writing and in word on
a basic level. The module enables them to recognize and analyse grammatical and
syntactic structures.
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Contents of the module

Language skills in all four fields—hearing, speaking, reading and writing—are trained
in phonetic exercises, exercises in hearing and reading of standard dialogues and in
writing exercises. The courses are partly built on the participants’ knowledge of
another Slavonic language, addressing the most important grammatical and lexical
differences between the languages. The specific phonetic features of the language
and their relation to its orthography are explained. Furthermore students acquire
knowledge of fundamental grammatical structures and a vocabulary that enable
them to read scholarly texts as well as simple literary texts.
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Teaching/Learning methods

language courses
5

Requirements for participation

none
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Type of module examinations

written exam (90 minutes)
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Requisites for the allocation of credits

regular and active attendance (including unmarked tests and homework), passed
exam
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Compatibility with other Curricula

The module is also part of the B.A. in Slavonic Studies and ROME as well as of the
M.A. in Slavonic Studies and ROME
9

Significance of the module mark for the overall grade 0 %

10

Module coordinator

Professor for Slavonic Linguistics
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Additional information

The offer of languages is subject to change.
  

